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THE CURVATURES OF SOME SKEW FUNDAMENTAL

FORMS

TILLA KLOTZ MILNOR

Abstract. Fix a unit normal vector field on a surface C4-immersed in a

Riemannian 3-manifold of constant sectional curvature. Suppose H and K

are mean and Gauss curvatures respectively, and that H' = V/72 - K.

Wherever H' •> 0, define I', II' and III' by HI = II - HI, H'W = H\\ -
K\ and III' = Hit — XT, where I and II are the first and second funda-

mental forms. For constants a, ß, and v, let A' = at + ßlt + yïlt.

Wherever H' ¥= 0 and A' is nondegenerate, the curvature of this (not

necessarily Riemannian) metric A' is computed in terms of K(t) and more

familiar quantities on the surface. Some discussion of K(t) is also included.

1. Suppose a unit normal vector field is fixed on a surface S which is

C2-immersed in a Riemannian 3-manifold "Dit. Then the mean and extrinsic

curvatures 77 and K are well defined on S, as are the fundamental forms I, II,

and III = 277II - ATI. (See [2].) Whenever 77' =VT72- K * 0, one can

also consider the skew fundamental forms I', II' and III' given by 77T = II —

771, 77TI' - 77II - AI and III' = 7711' - KY. For a fuller discussion of

skew forms, see [10].

In this paper, we assume that 91L has constant sectional curvature, and

obtain an expression for the curvature A (A') of any linear combination

A' = al' + ßl\' + ylll' with constant coefficients. This gives A (A') in terms

of K(Y), and more ordinary quantities on S. A brief discussion of K(Y)

appears in §4.

Information about skew fundamental forms is potentially useful in study-

ing surfaces in-the-large. For these forms are globally available on any

surface which is umbilic-free (although one must work on the universal

covering surface in nonorientable cases). An example of an open conjecture

involving such surfaces can be found in [7] or [8].

The methods and results here are strikingly similar to those in [9], where

the curvature K(A) of any linear combination A = al + ßll + ylll with

constant coefficients is computed, assuming again that <31t has constant

sectional curvature. This similarity is not surprising, since in terms of lines-

of-curvature coordinates x, y on S,
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1= Edx2+ Gdy2,

(1) 11= kxE dx2 + k2G dy2,

111= k2Edx2+ k2Gdy2,

I'= -Edx2 + Gdy2,

II'- -kxEdx2 + k2Gdy2,

III- - Âr.T; ¿x2 + fcfGtTy2,

where the principal curvatures kx and /c2 are indexed with kx < k2 so that

A = kxk2, 2H = kx + k2 and 277' = k2 - kx.

2. For simplicity, assume that S1 is an umbilic-free surface C °° immersed in

a C°° Riemannian 3-manifold 91t. Then 77' never vanishes, and C00 lines-of-

curvature coordinates x, y are locally available anywhere on S. In terms of

such coordinates, (1) holds, and K(Y) is given by

(2) 4(EG)2K(Y) = -Gx(EG)x+ Ey(EG)y + 2EG(GXX - Eyy).

If a, ß and y are constants the (not necessarily Riemannian) metric A' = al'

+ ßlY + ylll' is nondegenerate so long as £,e2 ¥^ 0, where ex = a + ßkx +

yk2 and e2 = a + ßk2 + yk\. The curvature A (A') of A' is given wherever

e,e2 # 0 by

(3)
4(£,627iG)2A(A') = -(e2G)x(exe2EG)x+ (£lE)y(ExE2EG)}

+ 2£xE2EG[(E2G)xx-(ExE)yy].

Because 91L has constant sectional curvature, the Codazzi-Mainardi equa-

tions are the same as those [12, p. Ill] which apply when 91L is Euclidean

3-space E3. Using the given coordinates x,y, the Codazzi-Mainardi equations

reduce to

(4) (k2)G=-H'Gx,       (kx)yE=H'Ey.

Thus, if e = a + ßH + yK, we have

(5) (e2G)x=eGx,       (ExE)y=EEy.

Substituting (5) in (3), and using the values for Gx and Ey provided by (4), we

get

4(£lE2yK(A') = 4eexe2K(Y)

'dk,
+ (ß2-4ay)\

(6)
ds,

+
dkx

ds-,

(ß+yH)K^-ln

(ß+yH)K^ln

+ yH'~ - 2oidH'
dsx dsx

+ yH'^
ds2

2a
dH'

ds-,

where d/dsx = (l/V£)3/3x and d/ds2 = (l/VtJ)3/3y are unit tangent

vector fields in the principal directions dy = 0, dx > 0 and dx = 0, dy > 0

respectively. Had we assumed kx > k2, a. minus sign would appear before the

factors (ß + yH) in (6).

If 5 is only C4-immersed in 9H, the derivation of (6) is not valid, since

lines-of-curvature coordinates need only be C2 smooth. But near any point p
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at which e,e2 =£ 0, i^(A') is defined, and we can approximate S by a C00-im-

mersed surface 5 so that partial derivatives up through order four of the two

immersions coincide at p. Then TC(A') is the same for S as for S at/?, and (6)

applies to compute TC(A') on S. But all quantities in (6) computed for S atp

equal their counterparts on S at p. Thus (6) holds atp on S as well. This gives

our main result.

Theorem. Let S be a surface C4-immersed in a C°° 3-manifold of constant

sectional curvature. Let a, ß and y be constants. At any nonumbilic where

e,e2 ¥= 0, the curvature of the metric A' = al' + ßlV + ylll' is given by (6),

with the principal curvatures indexed so that kx < k2.

In the following corollaries, we retain the notation introduced above, and

assume throughout that S is an umbilic-free surface C4-immersed in a C°°

3-manifold of constant sectional curvature. Proofs are omitted wherever an

obvious computation yields the result.

Corollary 1. 7/77' is constant on S, then wherever exe2 ¥= 0,

2(e,£2)27:(A') = 2e£,£2ä:(I') + H'(ß2 - Aay)(ß + 2y77)|grad k,\\ i = 1,2.

In particular, wherever K ¥= 0,

K(W) = (H/K)K(V) + (H'/2K2)\grad k¡\2,       i = 1, 2.

If the immersion of S were smoother, the next result would follow directly

from (3) and (5). As is, one must compute that the bracket in (6) vanishes if

£ = 0 on S.

Corollary 2. If e = 0 on S, then A' is flat wherever £,e2 =^ 0.

The next corollary states little more than can be found in [7] and [13].

Corollary 3. 7/77 is constant on a surface C2-immersed in a C°° 3-mani-

fold of constant curvature, then away from umbilics, A' = —771' + II' = 77T

is flat. If the surface is minimal, II' is flat and positive definite wherever K =£ 0.

Proof. Because 77 is constant, coordinates can be chosen on the surface so

that the immersion is C00. (We thank Joel Spruck for this fact, and the

reference [3].) Apply Corollary 2 with a = - 77, ß = 1 and y = 0. On a

minimal surface, 77 = 0 and K < 0, with umbilics characterized by K = 0.

Corollary A. If K = constant on S, then A' = - KY + III' = 277TI' is

fiat.

Proof. Apply Corollary 2 with a = - K, ß = 0 and y = 1. (Since K ¥=

0, A' is never degenerate.)

Remark 1. In [9] we show that 77 T is flat (away from umbilics) under the

hypotheses of Corollary 3, and that 77'H' is flat under the hypotheses of

Corollary 4.
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Corollary 5. If a > 0 and y > 0 are constants, then wherever

e = a ± 2Vay H + yK =£ 0 on S, the curvature of A' = al' ± Voy IF +

ylll' is given by K(A') = K(l')/e.

Remark 2. If K s 0 in Corollary 5, A' = ai' + 2(y77 ± Vä7 )II' and

£ = a ± 2 Voy 77. In case 77 is also bounded, one can take a/y so large that

£ never vanishes. Similarly, if 77 = 0 in Corollary 5,

A' = (a - yK)Y ± 2\/ay II' and e = a + yK. In case K is also bounded,

one can take a/y so large that £ never vanishes.

Corollary 6. Wherever K * 0 on S, K(l\l') = K(V)/K. In particular,

wherever K ¥= 0, III' is flat if and only if Y is flat.

Proof. Apply Corollary 4 with a = 0 and y = 1.

Corollary 7. If a and y are nonnegative constants, A' = aY ± 2 Voy II' +

ylll' and e = a ± 2Vcty 77 + yTC never vanishes on S, then

JJK(A') dAA. = (sign e)ffK(Y) dAx.

In particular, if K never vanishes on S,

ffK(UY) dAxxx. = (sign K)ffK(Y) dAx.

Proof. The element of area associated with a quadratic form is the square

root of the absolute value of its determinant. Thus dAx. = dAx, and one

checks easily that dAA = |e|<¿4,. Corollary 5 yields

ffK(A') dAh. -//*(I') f dAx = (sign e)f¡K(Y) dAx.

Remark 3. While the Gauss-Bonnet theorem is still valid [1] for indefinite

metrics like A' in Corollary 7, it is of only limited value. For if a compact

surface possesses an indefinite metric which is nowhere degenerate, then it is

topologically a torus or a Klein bottle, with zero Euler characteristic x [2, p.

112]. On the other hand, we apply Corollary 2 only to umbilic-free surfaces,

so that, once again, x = 0 follows if the surface is compact.

Corollary 8. Wherever K ¥= 0 on S,

K(IY) = (77/ K)K (Y)

(7)

± (1/47Í)
dk2

dsx \ dsx
In +

dkx

ds-,

d  i
ds2

where ± is the sign of k2 — kx.

Corollary   9.   If kx = ck2 for   a   constant   c =£ 0, 1,   then   K(IY) =

(H/K)K(Y) wherever K ¥= 0.
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Remark 4. On an all-umbilic surface C"-immersed inaC°° 3-manifold of

constant sectional curvature, one can check directly that A (IF) =

(H/K)K(Y) wherever A # 0. (See [11].)

Corollary 10. Wherever the greater principal curvature is a constant c > 0

and A t^ 0, A(II') > HK(UY) on S. Wherever the lesser principal curvature is

a constant c > 0 and K =£ 0, A(II') < T7A(III') on S. If c < 0, the inequalities

are reversed.

Corollary 11. Suppose S is an umbilic-free surface of revolution C4- im-

mersed in a complete, simply-connected Cx 3-mainfold 911 of constant sectional

curvature. Let kx denote principal curvature in the direction of meridians, k2 in

the direction of parallels, and let + be the sign of kx — k2. Then

(8) A(II') = ( + 77/A)A(I) + (l/4A)

Proof. There is no problem in identifying S as a surface of revolution,

since 'Dit is a model for Euclidean or non-Euclidean geometry. Along any

parallel, kx is constant. By the Lemma in §4 below,

K(Y)=[sign(k2- kx)]K(l).

Thus (7) reduces to (8) wherever K =£ 0.

3. On some special surfaces there is a natural way to distinguish two

families of principal directions which are everywhere orthogonal (as on

surfaces of revolution which avoid the axis of revolution). One then usually

indexes the principal curvatures so as to assign one to each family of

directions (although k2 - kx may then change sign on the surface). When this

is done, it is natural to consider signed skew forms I", II" and III" defined

(even at umbilics) as follows. Choose lines-of-curvature coordinates x,y

locally so that kx is principal curvature in the first distinguished direction

dy = 0, and k2 is principal curvature in the second distinguished direction

dx = 0. If I = E dx2 + G dy2, let I" = - E dx2 + G dy2, II" = - kxE dx2

+ k2G dy2 and III" = - k2E dx2 + k\ G dy2. Wherever 277" = k2- kx¥=

0, this yields I" = ±1', II" = ±11' and III" = ±111' with ± the sign of 77".

Under the hypotheses of our Theorem, one can compute A(A") = ± A(A')

for A" = al" + ßll" + ylll" wherever e ^ 0 and 77" ^ 0. Moreover, so

long as C4 coordinates x,y of the sort described above exist in the neighbor-

hood of an umbilic, it can be shown that A(A") = K(1")/e at the umbilic, if

£7*0 there.

4. The formulas in §2 become more useful if A(I') can be conveniently

computed. The next result helps in very special cases. (See §3 for the

definition of I".)

Lemma. Let S be a surface C4-immersed in a Riemannian 3-manifold.

Throughout the domain ofC3 geodesic lines-of-curvature coordinates x,y such

that

(dk2/dkx)ln
k,
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I = dx2 + G dy2,       II = kx dx2 + k2G dy2,

one has K(l") = - 7^(1) with I" = - dx2 + G dy2.

Proof. Simple computations [13, p. 136] yield 7C(I) = (G2 - 2GGXX)/AG2,

while K(l") = (-G2 + 2GGXX)/AG2.

Remark 5. On surfaces of revolution, the meridians are a family of

geodesic lines-of-curvature. Thus I" is well defined at all points off the axis of

revolution, with A"(I") = - 7C(I) if the profile curve is C4. In F3, there is a

family of geodesic lines-of-curvature globally defined on cylinders (and

locally defined on surfaces with K = 0).

Remark 6. The formula K(Y) = ± K(l) does not always hold. The right

helocoid [12, pp. 61-62, 89] in F3 has A"(I) = K * 0, but I' = (1/77')II, and

K(Y) = 77 = Tí"(II) s 0. Thus, while the Lemma shows that K(l) = 0 im-

plies K(Y) = 0 for a surface in F3, the converse is false.

Remark 7. The Lemma shows that a correspondence between surfaces

preserving K(l) and K(Y) need not be an isometry. Just take any map of the

pseudosphere in F3 upon itself which is not an isometry. Similarly, an

isometry between surfaces preserving K(Y) need not be a congruence. Just

take an isometry between two pieces of the pseudosphere which is not the

result of a Euclidean motion. (See [12, pp. 148-149].) Finally, an isometry

between surfaces need not preserve K(Y). Just take the standard isometry

between the catenoid and the right helicoid. (See [12, pp. 120-121].)
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